
Fitness and wellbeing:
3. Workout organiser

Create a
different
fitness routine
every day by
randomly
picking
activities.
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Code in, keep fit, love nature

Your start block: create a
variable called random_number,
set it to 0 and show an image to
indicate your micro:bit is running.

Creating a random number generator:
when button A is pressed, set the variable
random_number to store a random
number from 1 to 4.

Picking a random activity: add an IF block
to show the activity 1 when the value in
random_number is equal to 1.

Adding more activities: click on the
plus sign on the IF block to check
if random_number is equal to 2 and so
on…

Flash & test: get started
building and pacticing your
exercise routine for today.

Idea:
You could
keep a tally
of how many
times you’ve
done each
activity
every week.



Environment: 
Modify your device to pick a daily
sustainability target, which could range
from recycling and litter picking to
taking a short shower and going the
whole day with no screens. 
Tinkering:
Can you create and decorate a box to
enclose the micro:bit? Don’t forget to
make the buttons and LED array visible
from outside the box.
Play [challenge]: 
Turn your activity picker into a game of
Twister! Modify the actions from button
A to randomly pick between: right
hand, right foot, left hand, left foot. And
then code your micro:bit to pick at
random between 5 options (red, green,
blue, yellow or in the air) when button B
is pressed. You can make your own
Twister mat by drawing coloured
circles on an old bed sheet.
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Add extra features:

This will pick a
position in the
array at random
and then show the
activity stored in it.
Array positions are
counted from zero.

Challenge:

Level up your skills:
You could also use arrays (also known as lists)
to create this activity. Arrays are collections of
values which can be accessed individually by
their position in the array. Here is what your

starter code would look like when using arrays:

Starter code:

Random number
generator:

Use the plus sign to add
more options. Modify your
code so that more
activities can be included.
For example, you could add
"push ups". You will have to
increase your random
value generator too.

Every time you press
button A, this code
will randomly pick
between the number
1, 2 and 3.

Suggested activities: run
on the spot, jumping jacks

and burpees.

Share your success! Go to:

www.parkhousehub.org/summerschool


